PLEASE NOTE: Proposals considered by the committee that were rejected, tabled or approved pending are not listed here. Instead, the individual who submitted the request will be notified by written memo of the reason that the proposal was not approved; the memo will also be copied to the appropriate Department Head/Chair.

Minutes from this meeting will be reviewed at the next UCC meeting; should any errors in this list be discovered at that time, we reserve the right to correct this information.

All curriculum items listed below were approved by UCC on December 4, 2015

I. Approval of Minutes
Minutes of November 6, 2015

II. Old Business
A. New Course Proposals
   Interior Architecture
   IAR 532 Interior Architecture Laboratory—completed Form A (new); Received revised / new Form A (GSC tabled 10/23/15). GSC approved 11/20/2015.

III. New Business
A. BA in LLC: Degree Consolidation
   1. Request for Title Change
      Current Title: German – Proposed Title: Languages, Literatures, and Cultures

   2. New Course Proposals
      LLC 599 Community-Based Service Learning (GSC approved 12/3/15)
      LLC 455 Advanced Topics: Rebels and Revolutionaries in Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
      LLC 355 Topics in Languages, Literatures, and Cultures
      LLC 340 Topics: Languages for Professions

   3. Routine Course Change
      ROM 465 Student Teaching and Seminar in Foreign Languages – change prefix, and course title

   4. New Concentrations / Minors
      Global Languages and Communities – New Concentration
      Applied Languages – New Concentration
      German Studies – New Concentration and Minor
      French and Francophone Studies – New Concentration and Minor

   5. Program Discontinuations
      Spanish, Secondary Education
      French, Secondary Education
      French
B. Amended Course Proposals
Geography
GEO 502 Urban Planning – Cross list with ENT 502 – course amended to better integrate ENT (GSC approved 12/3/15)

C. Routine Course Change Requests
Environmental & Sustainability Studies
ENV 100 Introduction to Environmental Studies – change in mode of delivery – add WEB

Nursing
NUR 360 Nursing Care of the Emerging Family – have separate LAB and LEC sections

NUR 430 Care of Individuals with Complex Illnesses – have separate LAB and LEC sections
NUR 440 Nursing Practicum II – change NUR 430 from pre-requisite to co-requisite

D. Program Revisions
English
English Major – add ENG 357 to the “One Course After 1800” section of Perspectives on Literature in the English Major

Social Work
Social Work Minor – delete SWK 310 as minor requirement and add one SWK 500 level elective

Specialized Education Services
Special Education: General Curriculum Major (SPED) BS – Delete SES/ASL 101 add SES 200; edit GPA requirement

E. Experimental Courses
Public Health Education
HHS 589C Refugee Experiences, Protection and Well-being in Global Contexts (GSC approved 12/4/15). Reviewed, no action taken